MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November 27~ 1970

MEMORANDUM FOR BUD KROGH

SUBJECT:

CRIME LEGISLATION 1971

Here are some additional ideas for Crime Legislation in
1971. You already have ~y Law School ideas. We should decide
which of these to staff out for future use.

GEOFF SHEPARD

Ao

Deane

i)

Removal of incompetent judges
a.
b.
c.
d.

2)

Model Drug Legislation for D. C.
a.
b.

Gregg

3)

See Calif. method - Traynor
Check for Model Act
Check Tydings bill
American Judiciary Society

Santarelli has draft
Could then "point with pride"

Extra parole for uncooperative inmates

Sentence and parole separate by Court sentence so
even if a prisoner serves his full sentence he can still
be supervised after his release.
Formally create the Office of Criminal Justice
a.
b.
c.

Now by Executive Order
Get it funded by Rooney
Transfer LEAA’s Criminal Justice Institute over to
Justice proper Tried & failed, but this formal
creation wo~d accomplish the same thing

5) Under LEAA, states must submit annual plans--Federal
Gov’t never does, perhaps we should.
6)

Set up a Study Center at the LEAA Complex in Beltsville,
Maryland. Training & research in law enforcement-Can plan cheaply
Reorganize Department of Justice
a.

Justice originally conceived as legal resource, but
now all the emphasis is on law enforcement.
bo Too many departments report directly to Attorney
General
c. Ash Council looked into this, but did nothing.
Berger’s State of the Judiciary message
Perhaps a r~ response.
Contains a call for help in management analysis.
Figures out a way to get personal (especially
automobile accidents) out of Federal Courts..

@
-2a.

C. Carlson

i0)

Up amount in controversy for diversity cases.

Prison Reform:
Need legislation emabling state prisoners to have
same benefits as Federal prisoners for ~nter-state
movement of work and workers.
(i.e. Because of old style chain gangs, you cannot
contract out-of-state for prisoner work. This
inhibits work-release types of programs.

D.

Santarelli ~)

Gun Control:
Eliminate cheap, foreign handguns and allow only
high quality "target" pistols.

¯ i~t also conelder the follo~n~ alternative~:
A. Forcible re.oval (U. S. Atto~y ~n San F~anclsco &dvi~e~ a coquet
In~unctlon to ~dla~ to cease and desi~ ~3u~d ~ery llkel~ he denied

fo~ failure ~o flr~t pu~e other remedle~.)

0

197o

0

mnta on lmmbaae of .~g Cal.:rbe~ ~t,:ton. -Said legislation ~s

i$ of no w~tue ~ in lm~ ~o~ m:d i~ an ~

I honestly don’t think ~e ca~_~ come
with a~ firg~er dates ~mti]. ~,,~e know
much more about, what we are gett, ing
into.

Geoff

Nove.m,]~er 18~ 3.970

The 6ate for Administratiw~_~ ...........
c,~,.~.oz~i~ to [:he Report of the
National Com~.ssion on Rct[’orm of b~e Federal. Ori~J_~al La.~.;~ is l~rgely
dependent upon ~hen that }~cport is comp!ebed, We presently anticip~,-be
the formal presentation of the Report sometime in Ja~uary~ but it is
highly ~n],:1..ke~ there will be suf~:icienb time be have 6s’afted a proposal
for legislation which will build upon that }~eporb by that time. We
therefore anticipate ~ Presidentia! message ~.~hich is tied to the Co~mmission:s
Report aN.d follo>z that message up with legislation as soon as possible
(probab~Ly [~wo months later).
In the area of offender reha~i!itation~ the inner agency group
chaired by Norman Carlson does not anbicipate ~z~ch legislation to
be proposed° There are some executive orders (one by ff2eddy Roosevelt)
which should be repea!ed~ but most of the other items involve ad~ministrative discretion. Any proposed legis~ation which the i~ner agency
group deems ~ecessary will be readied by December !3th.

Our overall!, strategy for hand[Ling Political Terror will largely
function through the office of the Assistant Attorney General for Internal
Security. Robert Martia% just appointed to that positio% has been given
three weeks to get a grasp of necessary legislation and policy alternatives.
Firm dates in this area will. have to a~¢ait his preliminary intelligence.

GEOFF S}~PARD

CRAM];

(Krogh)

]_Due ])ate:

December 15, 1970

New prograrns 1o reduce crime and improve
statistics and diversion of money frorr~ less
productive programs.
Currenlly working on a possible legislakive package
which would present a law enforcement position on
those recommendations soon to be made by the
National Commission on Reforna of the ]Pedera]
Crimina! Laws. At present:, this Commission’s
drafl: report i~; very liberal, and we wouh] be in
a defensive posture if we have to answer it
wiJ;hou{: any proposals of our own. We have been
informed that some liberal Con[,2resst~nen nqay
introduce legislation to implement: the Commission’s
recommendations, and we are considering beat:ing
them to the punch.
Offender rehabilitation is being studied by an
interagency group chaired by Norman Carlson,
Director of the Bureau of Prisons. Contemplating
setting up a comn~ittee of
Assistant Secret:aries to
prepare a program whichwould have high visibility
"and become an importantpar[ of new year’s
legislative package in the
field-of crimina! justice.
We are currently at work on designing an overall
strategy for handling politica! terror. Strategy
would include the Work being done on political
kidnapping and the use of explosives. Additional
legislation may be included to prohibi~ attacks on
political figures.

O’I’HI~]ff 1)EY~A!~TZ~o’TCNTA], CO h4h/i]£1qTS -,

(Re-Policy, Programs, Cost:)
REV]7<W ]BY COMMITTEE OF TIIE DOi~(~,SFIC
COUb~CI]b (Cabinet Level) -

INITIAL CONGRtCSSIONAL CONSULTATION

-

FINAL WEINBE]~G]-’]R (Ob’fB-.COST) APPR.OVAI., FINAL V,rO tlK IN (]
WITII })I<OInOSE]) D]£PAI<TM]I:NTAL DI<AFT O]7
MESSAGE AND LEGISLA’]’ION

(Re-Policies, Programs, Cost)

~

INAL PRESIDENTIAL API-)ROVAL OF MESSAGE

Y~_HOF~%NDUI4 FOI4 J011!_.{ OAHI-%~ELL
LEGYSIATIOH TO BE RESUN~#[TTED

The }h~il Reform Act~ a!lowimg preventive detention 1o be used by
all federal judges; will be resubm£tted for the 92nd session. The resubn~tted legislation will closely resemble that par% of’ the D. C. Crfme
Bill which provides for bail reform within the Disi, rict. The leEis:La%io-~
will be submitted in January or early February and may become part of a
crime package; depending on what other crime legislation is submitted.

GEOFF SI~t~ARD

]D()hdES’]PIC CQUNCiI. STUDY bf]’,]MO -

OTHER D]i2PAt-ITM]~]~7’A.]L COMM]~2~\~TS PR~LIM]NA!~Y ANAI_,YSIS-OPTK)N PAPER
(R.c-Policy, Pro~~’ams, Cost)

COUNCIl, (Ca!)fnet I,evel) ]DRAFT ])ECISION PAI:~]£i<
INITIAL CONG]]]CSSIONAL CONSULTATION }:"]: U]3LIC INT];2}k][..’ST GROUP CONSULTATION
FINAL ]VEINIBE]fG]E].I (OM]%-CC ,_ I ) APP]ROVAL
FINAL RrO]<]~IN(] GROUP Dt,]CISJON ]nA.PEt{
WITt-I PI~Ott~OSED DEPARTMENTAL DRA~’T OF
MESSAGE AND LEGISI.,ATiON -

FORMAL DOMI<STIC COUNCIL MEETING
FINAL PI<ICSIDENTIAL DECISION PAPER
(Re-Policies, Progra~s, Cost)

....

PRESIDENTIAl. ])ECISION

-

FINAL LEGISLATION CLEARED FINAL MESSAGE DRAFTED (Keogh) FINAL CONGRESSIONAL CONSULTATION
FINAL PRESIDENTIAL APPROVAL OF MESSAGE

his of~ee and p~Iti~, tl~ ~t. I~t it
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

November l~, 1970

MEMORANDUM TO THE FILES

SUBJECT:

H. L.S. IDEAS ON CRIMINAL JUSTICE

On November 6th, I spent an hour with each of the five Criminal
Law Professors at the Harvard Law School: Livingston Hall, Lloyd 01in,
Alan Dershowitz, James Vorenberg, and Lloyd Weinreb. This is an organization of most of their ideas.
New approaches to criminal process
A. Pragmatic approach to law e~orcement: There are too many major
problems and crimes to deal adequately with all aspects of behavior.
Considering our limited resources, we must organize a system of priorities
for dealing with the crimes people fear most. Not an easy task, but
necessary to achieve effective control. Exhibitionism, homosexual relations between consenting adults, pronography, minor traffic offenses,
and common alcoholism (as opposed to drunk driving) consume an inordinate
amount of resources relative to their importance. Bold, innovative
measures proposed by the Administration will be bogged do~nby objecting
rhetoric unless their application is limited to serious crimes.
B. Rely on predictive abil~ty of criminal process: Professor
Dershowitz is writing a book next year on the predictive ability of
criminal process. The police should intervene before harm occurs,
rather tha~wait for actual criminal acts. There is room in our
constitution for less punitive, more preventive approaches to crime.
In Law School, Professor Dershowitz was against pre-trial detention on
the grounds that predictive ability could not accurately determine future
crime. However, in our discussion he suggested that such predictive
ability is now more accurrate and can be heightened if its limited to
the most severe crimes. He suggests that we presently place too much
reliance on psychiatrists and too little on acturial tables.
C. Preparation for Politica! Terrorism: Ar4vthing but a fake issue,
the growing possibility our country will face increasing acts of political
terrorism requires extensive preparations in order to deter it without
resort to Marshal Law. Canada was reaJ~ly not prepared and over-reacted
badly. A good method might be a forum composed of very respected, non°
political people to think through: "How to protect civil liberties in
times of emergencies". (Note positive statement)

-2A public forum cotuld educate and reassure the American public
and allow input from scholars~ etc. outside of Administration circles.
Inclusion in the planning process will avoid opposition later on.
Surprised by the Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor, we reacted poorly
with the detention camps. (War ~-ith Germany was anticipated and
Hoover had a plan dealing with selective German sympathizers on
our East coast. Civil liberties groups actually advocated the
Hoover-type plan as an alternative for the West coast.) Surprised
by the spread of Communism after World War II, we tolerated the McCarthy
years. Preparations at this point may prevent surprise and overaction
to extensive political terrorism.
Our plans and preparations must differ from previous ones becamse
the radicals desire to provoke repression, and intend to use that repression to radcalize the population. We must avoid this sequence of
events.
D. Gun Control: Professor Dershowitz prepared a position paper on
gun control for Robert Kennedy one week before he was shot. This suggested
the regulation of azmunition rather than the regulation of guns. It recognizes people put a great deal of importance upon weapons and are attached
to them for reasons of decoration and identification. Ammunition, however,
might be much easier to regulate. We import very little ammunition and
might more easily license and regulate its production. This would also
enable us to gain control over the outstanding 90 million weapons in the
United States.
Consider the feasibility of requiring a~munition to be made from
detectable a!loy. Weapons detection would be more easily accomplished
with little additional cost in the manufacture of the ammunition. Most
advantageous--require ammunition manufacturers do this scruptishiously
so there would be no hoarding of the old type of undetectable ammunition.
Technology has improved the use for t~anquillizer guns. Although
there are difficulties in convincing police to utilize them (mainly because they could seldom convince a criminal to give himself up), they
impose so briefly on one’s civil rights that much wider use could be
justified. Their use in incidents such as sky-jacking would seem also
to be advantageous.
E. Drug Abuse: Hard core drug abuse usually involves two criminal
acts: The administration or possession of the drug, and the acts required
to find the money to obtain the drug. One way to dramatically decrease
crime, especially street crime, in hard core drug use areas such as the
District of Columbia and New York City, would be to have state clinics

give away heroin. Admittedly a bold approach, we could couple this by
the offer of free treatment at the state clinics. This would be an
example of the pragmatic approach to the drug problem.
F. Alternatives to police figures on crime: Increasing the size and
efficiency of the police department is often self-defeating because it
inevitably increases the crime statistics. People begin believing in
police effectiveness and call them more often. The greater number of
police are also able to observe more crimes. Increased and improved
police communications result in faster arrival at the scene of the crime
and therefore in more arrests. An effective independent survey of crime
would enable an improved police force to get credit for improving
citizen protection.
Official police statistics aresubject to manipulation and often
do not cover all criminal acts (often citizens complainingto the police
are told to file a complaint with the District Attorney--these complaints
are not included in police statistics). One alternative would be victim
surveys. The Bureau of the Census is considering including one for LEAA
in their Government Division. They already do OEO surveys, and might also
be considering a victim survey here. Finally, the SBA division has been
asked to include questions on business theft in their upcoming survey.
II. Police
A. Improved police forces: Although there have been various commissions
and public inquiries, there has never been a quiet professional study on
what it takes to be a good policeman, or how to train good policemen, or
how to recruit them. No one really knows what the qualities are which add
up to a good patrolman. Civil Service exams presently administered do not
reflect any quality control, and requiring a college education to be a
cop is nonsense. Both are professionalizing influences, but are not what
is really needed. A liberal arts education probably does not relate at
all to real police needs. The Veterans preference has never been evaluated
and it may or may not be a good thing. Emulation of the FBI is a mistake
because the FBI is a special group which does not hear the citizen’s
complaints and does not investigate in small, every day matters.
Lloyd Weinreb is going to undertake a study for the city of Boston,
but feels that the resources and scope are severely limited. He suggested
that a national study would be very advantageous, but emphasizes that any
advantage would be lost if this is done by a political commission or as a
public inquiry.
B. FBI prosecutions under the Dyer Act: Conserve limited federal
resources and personnel by lea~i~ prosecutions for Dyer Act violations
to states or to the District of Columbia. (I understand the major reason
FBI statistics are so high on arrests and convictions is because the majority
of them are directly connected with the Dyer Act.)

-4C. National Police Acade~: For better training and upgrading of
police personnel, there should be established a National Police Academy.

III. Court system
A. Bai! reform: Expanded bail requires new methods to deter new offenses
while on bail. Livingston Hall has a Law Review article, which I will review,
which is a proposal for subsequent misconduct as a ground of forfeiture of
the right to release on bail. He feels Sam Ervin’s consecutive sentence
proposal does not deter people. (Apparently, it is common knowledge that
any offenses co~mitted while on bail will run consecutively with the
sentence for the original offense, and are therefore "free".)
Pre-trial detention requires better jails. It is important to
keep nonconvicted suspects separate from convicts. The thirteenth amendment (Involuntary servitude) has been interpreted by the courts to prohibit
requiring work before conviction. Detained suspects should be separated
from normal prisoners in facilities where they can be encouraged to work.
Consider facilities resembling the honor farms for normal prisoners. This
is not an easy problem because such detention centers cannot be built in
urban areas. Detained suspects must consult with lawyers, so facilities
cannot be off in the countryside. Finally, suburbs are probably too
politically sensitive for this.
B. Non-testimonia! evidence: Most reactions to our request for nontestimonial evidence to be taken on less than probable cause (fingerprints,
handwriting, etc.) seemed to be against the lack of procedural safeguards
rather than the concept itself.
C. Plea bargaining: Plea bargaining is currently a subject of heated
debate. Some people advocate it as an easy way to clear the courts congested
calendar and others suggest that it is coersion. Livingston Hall takes
a more middle-of-the-road approach and suggests that (as in civil cases)
the effort should be to avoid cost of trial. Presently, the suspect must
first plead gttilty and then see if the judge will accept his bargainwith
the prosecutor. Since he c~ot withdraw his guilty plea, the prisoner
commits himself without knowing if the judge will accept the plea bargain.
Hall suggests the plea bargain be submitted for court approval before the
prisoner enters any plea. The removal of this doubt will alleviate much
of the criticism of plea bargaining (as will more uniform sentencing).
D. Alternatives to Exclusionary Rule: The exclusionary rule in
searches and seizures currently prohibits admission of illegally obtained
evidence. This attempt to discipline police has the drawback of freeing
obviously guilty criminals. It wo~id be impossible to simply end the
exclusionary rule; there are alternatives which could be adopted in place
of it. Such alternatives are explored in a very recent article in the
Chicago Law Review. I will obtain that article and brief it for you.

-5E. The Need for Speedy Tria!: All of the criminal law professors
see a dramatic need to find ways to assure a speedy trial, especially in
criminal law. They also fear a Supreme Court decision interpreting the
Constitution to require a trial within a certain number of days. This
simple, explicit definition of speedy trial would not only eliminate
flexibility within court calendaring, but also preclude state experimentation.
Suggestions to remove items from clogged calendars:
1. Ninor traffic violations: Reconsider the penalty structure
for minor traffic violations. Although the fines do not deter people
from speeding, the thought of having to appear in court to answer the
charge does. Find another adequate, deterrent without requiring courtroom presence. (Note with parking, the threat of towing and the raising
of costs reached the desired deterrent effect in most cases])
2. Judge trials in minor criminal cases: Massachusetts’ District
Courts are judge courts (operating without jtu~gs) which can impose a 2½
year sentence. Eliminating the jury has reduced the backlog tremendously.
The right to trial by jury is still preserved through an appelant process
to a trial de novo in Massachusetts’ Superior Court. The system has its
own unique problems, but it certainly could be considered and evaluated.
3. Livingston Hall believes that there is room in the Constitution
to do away with many procedural safeguards (including right to counsel and
jury trial) where the maximum possible sentence is only six months. The
Supreme Court has ruled on the basis of possible sentence rather than on
the likely sentence for the individual. A major problem then is reducing
certain criminal sentences to a maximum of six months. Perhaps we could
achieve a process whereby the prosecutor could agree to a maximum of six
months simply to get before this unique tribunal.
4. Limit federal jurisdiction: Every attempt must be made to
get states to prosecute first. This includes the Dyer Act, as well as
Interstate Flight to avoid prosecution.
Suggestions to speed up the actual trial:
1. Stop granting continuances: Continuances are used by defense
attorneys for a variety of purposes--in hopes of appearing before a more
favorable judge, to juggle court appearances in order to maximized ability
to handle more clients, and in order to achieve more time to prepare the
case. In criminal cases, continuances should simply no longer be allowed.
Solicitors in England cannot get continuances (rather then maximize the

number of clients they represent, solicitors must represent fewer clients
so that they are free to appear in court when their client’~ case is called).
Although the excuse of having a conflicting trial date sounds reasonable on
the surface~ it actually is an indication that a lawyer has spread himself
too thinly in an effort to represent more clients. Legislation is not
required to end continuances--it is a question of motivating existing judges.
Chief Justice Burger could call a judicial conference to put heat on
various Chief Judges to severely limit continuances. (Aside from the
Supreme Court, the Chief Judge in al! federal co6rts is automatically
the member who has served the longest on that court. This makes them
somewhat unresponsive to innovative ideas. ) Lawyers would be warned to
respond by accepting fewer cases. There is presently no distinction between civil and crimina! cases as far as priority is concerned. In
England civil and administrative hearing dates are altered to accomodate
a solicitor on a major criminal action. A criminal trial would require
a lawyer’s total involvement for a short period to achieve a speedy trial.
2. Legislatively define speedy trial: Pass legislation requiring trial within a certain amount of time. The bill could have some
loopholes to provide for extenuatir~ circumstances. This would be much
preferable to a court decision which would be ironclad and could not be
imposed gradually with temperance. Eventually a thirty day maximum for
criminal cases should be reached. Special consideration should be given
to criminals actually caught in the act. These can be tried within one
day or two, and would certsinly speed justice. The thrust is that with
proper procedural safeguards delay is inexcusable.
F. Sentencing: Flexibility in sentencing is a very critical topic.
The Study Draft for the Reform of the Federal criminal Code suggests much
more exact pu~ishment for crimes, and corresponding less reliance on indivldual jt~dicial discretion. Justice argues only the trial judge can
truly access the temperment and culpability of the indi~idual defendant.
Professor Dershowitz suggests that if sentencin~ were more attached to the
crime~ there would be a greater deterrent effect in violent crimes. The
present difference between robbery and armed robbery in sentencing is vague
at best because of the discretion left in the judge. Presently the major
choice for the individual is only whether or not to commit "crime", rather
than also choosing among crimes because of the penalty if caught. If
the sentence could be predicted accurrately, the uncertainty which is a
major problem in plea bargaining would be eliminated.

IV.

Prison reform

A. Federal ~reau ~of Prisons:
Return federallyconvicted
prisoners to state prisons when there is no reason not to. Federal
government pays the cost, but the prisoners benefit from serving time
in their local area--getting better family visitation and continued
counseling after release. The Federal Bureau of Prisons would supply
technology and money to state prisons~and incarcerate only those

@
-7(whether federally or state convicted) requirir~ maximum security detention. The federal government could raise the standards and share
in the diffusion of technological expertise.
B, Smaller diversified penal institutions: Rehabilitation is presently a myth. Prisoners are allienated and always carry the prison
stigma. Movement now is towards smaller, diversified institutions where
prisoners can obtain better treatment and work release types of programs.
Present problems on no real job training and racial problems could be
largely alieviated. (white inmates are a minority in many prisonsand
fear prison ability to protect them from other inmates. The Blacks
are reacting to previous poor treatment by guards and a sense of national
pride. Guards are a special problem because most have been there too
long and because they are civil servants.)
C. Probation Subsidy: Probation and parole are far less expensive
than incarceration. We should encourage community services outside
prisons in the rehabilitation process. An excellent example is the
year old Probation Subsidy Program in Califorria--which was faced with a
tremendous need for expanded prison facilities. A community normally
has an incentive to incarcerate troublemakers in state prisons: This
frees the community of his presence and any cost associated with his
incarceration. California now pays each county a subsidy for keeping people
there on probation. This enco~rages continued comu~dty involvement and
use of local resources to handle the problem. The courts gain a superior
alternative to incarceration in many cases. The formula is based on the
percentage of prisoners previously sent to state institutions.

The Law Enforcement Assistance Administration is the last hope for help
in the criminal process. The inflex of federal money is desperrately needed,
as well as appreciated. However, there are certain problems: The first
is the belief that LEAA is being incompetently administered. Some of this
stems from start-up problems as wel! ~s the abortive tripartite management
arrangement. The second problem is that there is absolutely no followup or evaluation being preformed by the LEAA on the effect of its grant
programs. They are merely giving away the money without ever seeking
to discover how effectively that money is being used. We can make changes
here without legislation, especially through the budgetary review process.

November 5, 1970

CONFIDEI !AL

~"ne President has expressed strong concern about possible theft
by militant extremists of fire arms, ammunition, and explosives
from military installations for use in urban guerrilla ~ctions.
I would appreciate a Report containing the relieving information:

I.

A forthright appraisal of the c~rrent situation at
milltar# b~ses, Reserw~e unite, National Guard armories,
and ROTC ~ults. ~.-kn~ther, please s~m~yze the security
precautions ta!~en in the procurement of these weapons
and ammunition from their manufacturers, as "~ell as their
disposal through either destruction or sale to foreign
governments.

2.

An account of actions actually tsd:en during the past six
months as ~ell as ar~f additional security ~asures anticipated
for the near future.

3. An account of alternatives being studied and sm~ suggestlons~
for legislative, executive, or budgetary consideration.
This Report ~lll require information from other Delmrtments, and I am
sure they will cooperate fully so that D0D may make a comprehensive
report o
I look fomcard to receiving your Report before December 3, 1970.

for l~er

O

O

¯

¯

Your editorial of November i, on the Nixon Campaign
distortes reality. You accused the Administration of deliberately
creating scapegoats of crime and campus disorders--citing two
"facts" in support thereof: (1) campuses have been quiet this
fall~ and (2) the Administration has no demonstrably superior
programs for reducing crime and drug addiction. You also assert
that President Nixon has never talked about the substance of these
problems in this campaign.
Campuses have indeed ~e~a~e~been relatively quiet this fall.
Part of this is a reaction to the excesses engaged in last May.
Part also stems from the interesting fact that in recent years
all major campus incidents have occurred in the Spring semester.
It is interesting to note, however~ that in this period of relative
quiet there have been--campus incidents since the $6 million
Wisconsin bombing that killed one man and injured three other.
Totally omitted by your editorial is any mention of the increasing
urban terrorism. Violent disruption is certainly not limited to
campus boundaries, and during the two months of this fall semester~
we have seen--incidents of urban terrorism ranging from bombings
of police stations, courthouses, and armories to planned executions
of police officers. So far this year 75 police officers have
been killed in the line of duty and many of these men were shot
in totally unprovoked assaults while sitting in their cars or
patroling the streets. Although your editorial can casually omit
any mention of urban terrorism and violence, people living in our
cities camnot.
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